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About This Game

Harness the magic of the cards to rebuild Camelot!

The fate of Camelot is in your hands! The Druids of Avalon channel the forces of nature through their magic cards, using them
to weave powerful spells of growth and healing. There are rules to their magic, however, and the cards must be placed in the

correct order by a careful hand in order to function.

Although reclusive by nature, the druids have a long-standing alliance with King Arthur and his knights of Camelot, having
pledged to come to their aid in times of need. Now is such a time! Camelot lies in ruins, sacked by goblins and Arthur needs

your help to rebuild it.

Harness the power of the cards as you travel across Avalon through 300 meticulously crafted levels of engaging solitaire to
collect the resources you need to restore the kingdom to glory. Simultaneously relaxing and challenging, Avalon Solitaire 2

features 24 power-ups, over 30 buildings to rebuild and reap benefits from, plus wild cards, jokers, hazards and more, making it
a must-play for solitaire fans!

 300 levels of addictive solitaire!

 Rebuild Camelot with over 30 buildings
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 Harness the power of 24 unique power-ups!

 High-res graphics bring Camelot to life

 Two difficulty modes to suit your style of play
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So if you like a very nice time waster then this is it. 33 horus and I am still less than half way done. I'm pretty sure I can miss an
entire year of my childrens childhood before I completly finish this game.. Excellent! A beautiful and fun game.. Fun game, a
bit more challenging for the perfectionist than some of the other solitaire games around here.. Loved the game and hope for
more like it. The solitaire was entertaining and I am very fickle about types of solitaire games. I reccomend it to people who like
solitaire with a interesting gameplay.. 

For more puzzle game reviews, news and everything puzzle-related, follow Puzzle Lovers and check out our Steam
group.
this game doesn't provide anything you won't find in other solitaire games, but the whole package is so well-put-together
that it became one of my favorites of the genre. nicely drawn backgrounds and cards, pleasant music, 300 levels, a bunch
of powerups and buildings to spend resources on, npcs showing up occasionbally between levels to have a little
conversation, no technical issues to speak of, nothing to complain about really, though it'd be nice if the outro only
played once, not every time after completing or even quitting the final level.

sure, you might be all decked out (no pun intended) by the halfway point or so with a ton of money to buy as many
wildcards and jokers as you want because there's nothing else to spend gold on, but obviously you don't have to, so the
second half or final third of the game can still provide a challenge (mostly because of rng, as is typical).

I didn't have major issues with the first game, typical solitaire offering, but this is an improvement in every possible
way, definitely worth buying.. Nope. Maybe if it was a penny. Yeah, a penny would be worth it.. First-rate solitaire
game. Enough challenges to keep it interesting without moving it beyond being a casual game.. A good game that
actually has a nice soundtrack and let's you replay hands to get perfect scores. Much better than their first game that had
no replays.. This game is definitely much better than the previous one, however, it is not without flaws. It has nice
graphs and the gameplay is nice and relaxing, the solitaire system appears to be reasonable - not too easy, not too hard.
However, the game suffers from two really annoying problems:

- It is artificially long - you basically achieve everything halfway through the game and then just pointlessly keep on
clicking just to finish it
- It is HORRIBLY bugged - the game crashes this way or the other more or less every few levels and has serious
background display issues (there are no errors with the game rules themselves though)

This is a game for which a "don't know" button should exist, but taking into account the progress that the game authors
have made from the previous game in this series, I think it deserves a recommend.. Loved the game and hope for more
like it. The solitaire was entertaining and I am very fickle about types of solitaire games. I reccomend it to people who
like solitaire with a interesting gameplay.
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Avalon Legends Solitaire 2 is the best solitaire game I've played on Steam. Shadowhand might be more engaging in terms of a
solitaire hybrid, but I'm a big fan of this game's tactile feel, the static way that levels are completed, and ability to work towards
multiple goals simultaneously.

At its core, it's not doing anything differently than other solitaire games on Steam. Each level presents you with a interesting
layout of overlapping cards, and you'll try and remove them all (or as many as possible) from the board before you run out of
cards in your deck. You can only remove a card that is either one number higher or lower than your current card. Therefore, if
you have a 6 on the deck, you can only remove a 5 or a 7. If you click a 7 and an 8 exists on the board, you can create a 6-7-8
string, removing a number of cards without having a flip another card over from your deck.

However, in Avalon Legends Solitaire 2, you're also building a kingdom. Completing a level provides you with food, wood, and
gold. With these resources, you can construct buildings that increase your gold, food, or wood production, or even buildings that
will allow you to purchase additional magic powers. There are a large array of powers to buy and buildings to build, and the
player constantly has something to look forward to while playing. My favorite powers are typically those that help me create
combos more quickly, that increase my maximum score multiplier, and those that automatically remove cards from the board at
the beginning of each level. It is very satisfying to watch your kingdom grow as you construct walls, gates, moats, etc. From time
to time as you're building, an adviser will pop up and provide a bit of cheeky dialogue, usually a criticism of what buildings
you're prioritizing as you build. I found it rather amusing.

In addition, I like the fact that the goal on every level is simply to remove all cards. Perhaps other players would miss having
levels with goals like achieving a certain card combo or acquiring a certain amount of gold (or another resource), but I
appreciated the simplicity. I wasn't asked to use spares or wild cards to artificially lengthen my combo or acquire a certain score.

Lastly, I liked the tactile feel of the game. Some cards are inaccessible as a result of being covered in frost. Clicking these cards
creates the sound of shattering ice, and I never got tired of it during my playtime - it's just a very satisfying noise. The visual
design is also pleasant, of both the cards and your kingdom. If you like playing Steam solitaire games, pick this up.. A nice
relaxing game with good graphics and sound effects, ideal for taking a break from killing and survival games. Maybe a little
pricey even at the discounted price but I think still worth it.
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